Civale et al. have recently measured the irreversibility line of YBa2Cu307 "(YBCO)films in the magnetic field-temperature plane, B;"(T),as a function of film thickness. We are able to reproduce the observed shift of B;"(T) to lower temperatures as the film thickness is reduced within a model of Aux-linelattice melting without pinning. While pinning must be important, this suggests B;"(T) is at least partly 0 an intrinsic property. The onset of the shift of B;"(T)begins for films thinner than 1000 -1500 A in 0 YBCO. The present model predicts that the onset will begin for films thinner than 100 -150 A in Bi2Sr2CaCu&08.
the magnetic properties become irreversible lies slightly below B,z(T) in YBazCu307 "(YBCO), ' ' but very significantly below B,2( T) in BizSrzCaCu20s (BSCCO). ' The reversible behavior above B;"(T) is generally associated with free motion of the magnetic-flux lines. ' Below B;"(T}the flux lines (FL's) are pinned by defects, either in a glassy or in a flux-line-lattice (FLL) structure. There are many models of the transition: thermally activated depinning ' " of the FL's, a glass-to-liquid transition, ' giant flux creep, ' ' transition from an entangled to a disentangled FL state through flux cutting, ' ' and FLL melting. " ' ' Pinning clearly plays an important role, ' and there may not be a clear distinction between the models. However, some experimental results suggest that the irreversibility line is measurably independent of the density of defects from sample to sample, ' so that the transition has some character intrinsic to the material independent of pinning sites. Fig. 2 T. In Fig. 3 the thickness dependence is displayed in a way which is less dependent on the unknown parameter 8,~(0).
The FLL model may also be applied to BSCCO for which reasonable parameters are ' ' T, =87 K, K=95, and M, /M""=3600. We again use B, z (0) Fig. 4 Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 
